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HRM partners is one of the leading Polish consulting agencies offering
solutions supporting human resources management in companies. Since
2001, we have assisted  our clients in building their competitive advantage by
developing and implementing effective HR recommendations. Prior to each
project, we prepare competitiveness analysis based on our own pay and HR
benchmarks and cost simulation of recommended solutions. Our solutions
support strategic objectives of clients and are adjusted to their business model
as well as organisational culture. We pay special attention in developing
dialogue-based approach in the organisation.

services

research & surveys
(pages 3 - 5)

• raporty p∏acowe
• audyty wynagrodzeƒ 
• wyceny stanowisk
• badania zaanga˝owania
• badania ankietowe klientów

wewn´trznych

Reward 
consulting
(pages 6 - 7)

• opisy stanowisk
• wartoÊciowanie

stanowisk
• tabele zaszeregowania
• polityka p∏ac
• siatki p∏ac
• wynagrodzenia 

zmienne
• pakiety Êwiadczeƒ

pozap∏acowych
• procedury utrzymania

systemu

Talent management
(pages 8 - 9)

• modele kompetencji
• systemy rekrutacyjne
• systemy ocen okresowych
• systemy rozwoju pracowników
• Êcie˝ki karier i plany sukcesji
• programy dla kluczowych talentów

HR strategy
(pages 10 - 11)

• efektywna
organizacja HR

• HR jako partner
biznesowy

• integracja narz´dzi 
i polityk HR

HR
training

programs
(page 11)
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Research & surveys
HRM partners has carried out remuneration audits and employees
surveys since 2001. We employ state-of-the-art tools and methodologies.

Salary surveys

Our surveys include detailed data of base and variable pay as well as non-
monetary benefits. Our copyright method of the job classification process
– HRMap – allows us to compare every position to over 400 profiles,
considering its required competencies, functional area and organizational
hierarchy.

general industry salary surveys

executives surveys 

branch surveys

regional surveys

special surveys – on request of the client or group of companies

Our surveys include detailed data on base and variable pay as well as
non-wage benefits.

HRM partners S.A.research & surveys
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Remuneration audits

Our audits compare pay offered on a particular job to those
offered by other organisations operating on the same labour
market. They take into account such criteria as functions and
roles in the organisations, regional conditions as well as
additional criteria selected for specific organisation and sector
in which it operates. Audits are a valuable tool for costs
optimization and conscious planning of reward packages. They
also help to attract candidates and motivate and retain current
employees. Audit results help to eliminate incoherence in
reward policies and prevent pay discrimination.

Job pricing

Job pricing contains pay data related to the level of
remuneration offered for selected jobs in direct competitors
on the labour market. It includes details of the duties and
required competencies on the position as well as the
geographic location and business specifics of the company.
In case of executives pays we take into consideration also
the size of the company and its structure.

research & surveys
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ASPEKT  RACJONALNY
(np. wspieranie celów/kultury/

wartości organizacji)

ASPEKT  MOTYWACYJNY
(np. gotowość do podjęcia 

dodatkowego wysiłku)

ASPEKT EMOCJONALNY
(np. poczucie dumy 

z pracy w organizacji)

ZAANGAŻOWANIE

Engagement surveys

International research indicates a strong relation between employees engagement
and financial results of the company.

Engaged employees meet three characteristics:

On the rational level (thinking)
They understand corporate goals and support organizational values, 

On the emotional level (feeling)
They are attached and loyal to the company, promote it on the outside,

On the motivational level (acting)
They “go an extra mile” – put more effort in their work that is expected
from them.

Our surveys:

allow to determine the level of engagement,

define the level of respective types of engagement (thinking, feeling, acting)

identify key engagement factors in the company,

determine the strengths and weaknesses of the company regarding the
management of engagement.

Internal clients survey

We combine our experiences in the fields of employees surveys and HR
management systems to design unique solutions aimed on the appraisal of the
supporting units, such as IT, HR, administration etc. Such appraisal is usually a
periodical online survey, in accordance with the quantitative and qualitative
operational standards (SLA). The results of the appraisal are usually used for the
management of human resources and remuneration in the supporting units.
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Reward consultancy
We offer support in reconstruction of the whole salary systems as well as their

parts. Our specialty is integration of the HRM and remuneration systems based

on the competency requirements of the positions.

Job descriptions

While designing job descriptions, we employ both standard descriptions from
salary surveys and information gathered through interviews, questionnaires as
well as analysis of internal documentation. We make every effort to ensure
that our descriptions are concise and comprehensible and include – apart
from the description of tasks and formal requirements – the powers of
decision and authorizations.

Job evaluation

Depending on the requirements of a client, we employ various evaluation methods:

analytical-points, oriented on fair pay hierarchy within an organisation,

complex, oriented on pay hierarchy on the competitive labour market.

The result of evaluation is the grading structure and pay tariffs, considered fair
by employer and employees. 

Grading structure

Based on the job evaluation we design the grading structure of the positions
in companies and after completing them with promotion requirements – base
pay bands. We used a traditional, “one-dimensional” structure as well as
“two-dimensional”, containing separate structures for the respective job
families. While developing grading structures, we often use a HRMap
method, developed by our consultants for the job ranking in the salary
surveys. It allows to flexibly design remuneration, variable pay and fringes
benefits policies taking into account differences in competence demands for
separate jobs families as well as to integrate pay systems with those related
to promotion and development.

reward consultancy

opisy stanowisk

wartościowanie stanowisk

tabela zaszeregowania stanowisk

rynek pracy polityka płac

siatka płac

wynagrodzenia zmienne

system świadczeń pozapłacowych

procedury
utrzymania
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Pay policy

Each reward consultancy project is preceded by a careful audit of current
reward practices. HRM partners analysts design pay policy founded on cost,
motivational and competitive effectiveness simulations. In these simulations
they utilise data from HRM partners’ salary surveys. Solutions recommended
by our firm preserve balance between pay levels and remuneration costs.

Pay systems

Base pay systems designed by HRM partners consultants adjust pay tariffs to
remuneration policy approved in the organisation. Therefore, employees
receive clear information about the conditions of promotion (carrier path) as
well as relations between the pay level and competencies they possess. That
ensures competitiveness and cost-effectiveness of our solutions.

Variable pay

While designing variable pay systems, HRM partners’ consultants are doing their
best to understand client’s business model, its objectives as well as impact of
separate jobs on company performance. They carefully select the form of variable
pay suitable to the development stage and culture of the company. The level 
of variable pay is tuned with approved pay policy. Generated systems are easy 
to understand and calculate and at the same time, they play both motivational
and retention role as well as build employees’ involvement. 

Fringe benefits packages

While designing fringe benefits packages, consultants of HRM partners select
separate elements in such a way as to increase attractiveness of the work offer
for candidates and to retain the best employees in the company. At the same
time, they utilise both the analysis of competitiveness and expectation
surveys. Having known the preferences of separate workers’ groups, they
recommend alternative packages of the same value for individual selection.

System maintenance procedures

To ensure their long-term validity, pay systems should be properly maintained.
HRM partners consultants deliver not only descriptions of the respective
elements of the system, but also the guidelines for its proper functioning in
the future. On client’s request we prepare base and variable pay regulations
or collective union agreements.

HRM partners S.A.reward consultancy
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Talent management
Traditionally, talent management was addressed to the employees with
highest development potential and highest performance. According to the
current market practices, HRM partners widens this definition to include all
the employees of a company. Complex talent management requires integrated
HR tools to attract, develop and motivate employees. We specialize in designing
and implementing such tools, taking into consideration their cohesion with
the solutions and practices functioning in the company.

Competency model

The competency model has become the grounds for modern human resources
management systems. It enables to link different HR management areas such
as recruitment and selection, evaluation, pay tariffs or performance appraisal
into one consistent system. One of our solutions is a model based on our
copyright method HRMap.

Recruitment systems

HRM partners’ consultants support their clients in designing objective standards
for recruitment and evaluation of candidates’ competencies through:

defining recruitment strategy based on the internal and external
recruitment using the employees’ appraisal and including the career
paths and succession plans,

designing procedures and tools for the selection and recruitment of the
employees.

Appraisal systems for employees

Appraisal system integrates HRM tools. It can include the evaluation of:
competencies (competency model), business results (MBO), knowledge,
project management (project evaluation) and development planning.
Based on competencies, the appraisal system allows to:

effectively manage salaries, raises and promotions in accordance with
the competencies and results of the employees,

efficiently manage the process of development, optimize training costs
and plan career paths and employment policies,

stimulate communication between managers and their subordinates.

talent management

systemy
rekrutacyjne

modele
kompetencji

systemy ocen
okresowych

ścieżki karier
i planowanie

sukcesji

systemy rozwoju
pracowników

ZAR
ZĄDZ

ANIE TALENTAMI

pozyskanie, rozwój i utrz
ymani

e

programy
dla

kluczowych
talentów
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Employees’ development
systems

Our systems define necessary training,
self-development, coaching and mento-
ring activities that support planned
development of employees.

Systems are based on the competency
profiles for the positions. Together with
the appraisal system they help to
identify and eliminate competencies
gaps in the employees profiles and also
prepare them to take new organi-
zational roles according to the career
path, based on the decisions made
during the appraisal meeting.

Career paths and
succession planning

Career paths enable to identify vertical carrier paths in and horizontal shifts of
employees within the organisation. They also communicate criteria that have
to be fulfilled in order to implement that sort of change. Managers use career
paths to plan individual development and promotion plans as well as design
the development programs.

Career transparency in the organization, achieved by utilising our tools, leads to:

reduction of external recruitment costs and 

improvement of employees’ qualification in a consistent and organised way

increased employees’ satisfaction and engagement.

Succession plans developed for key positions within the organization eliminate the
risk of management continuity loss. Succession planning includes description 
of rules for choosing key positions, identification of the successors and preparation
of the development and retention plans.

Top talents programs

Key talent programs are activities aimed at identification, acquisition and
development of the employees with outstanding potential. The programs also
include effective involvement of those employees in implementing company
objectives. We help our clients to build such programs through preparation of:

rules of the program,

criteria and tools of participants selection,

development plans for the top talents,

retention plans for the top talents,

tools of results evaluation..

HRM partners S.A.talent management
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HR strategy
Each change in company’s long-term objectives requires redefining HR strategy
and especially to:

define priorities for separate HR policies,

select the model of pay – personnel service,

define HR processes,

define the organisational structure of HR services,

define the scope of IT support for HR processes,

prepare managers to participate in HR processes effectively,

ensure coherence of company’s culture and vision of how business
objectives are to be implemented,

work out the HR controlling system.

HRM partners consultants diagnose the level of compatibility between HR and
business strategy of the organisation. They also design complex projects for
creating HR practices in view of effective business support as well as adjusting
HR tools to the maturity level of the organisation.

Effective HR organization

Key to effective functioning of HRM is its optimal organization, aligned with
company’s demands. We help our clients to choose the proper pay – personnel
service model, considering:

optimal range of outsourcing and informatization of HR,

modifications in the HR processes,

definition of the new organizational structure,

redefinition of roles and competency profiles,

optimization of staffing.

HR as a business partner

We support companies with advanced HRM processes in transformation of HR
into the HR Business Partner model by:

defining new profiles for the roles,

conducting the internal or external recruitment (with support of HRK
company) for the HR BP positions,

preparation of the pay packages for the new roles,

management of the HR knowledge transfer for the specialist from
different expertise areas, selected for HRBP roles.

HR strategy

HR biznes
partnerzy

centrum
ekspertyzy

centrum
usług HR

menedżerowie pracownicy
portal HR

(samoobsługa
menedżerów)

portal HR
(samoobsługa
pracowników)

outsourcing
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HR trainings
Helping our clients in implementing effective HR policy, we share our knowledge
with them during trainings and workshops. Experience gained during projects
development allows us to discuss respective solutions using case studies. In our
trainings we use methods that strengthen skills of analysis of HR data as well as
soft skills, especially important for the managers. We offer custom trainings
focused on communication of change introduced by our projects and open
trainings.

Integration of HR tools and policies

Implementing competency models and grading structures
we often review and update existing HRM solutions. Our
work includes:

linking the competencies appraisal to MBO systems,

using the appraisal results in decisions regarding
promotions, development, succession planning as well 
as managing raise and bonus budgets,

preparing the risk analysis of potential loss of key
employees, based on their competencies and results,
competitiveness of pay packages and demand/supply 
for their specialty on the market,

planning long-term employment and training strategy,
based on demographic data and employees’ appraisal,

incorporation of strategy, mission, vision and key values
elements into the HR tools.

In our solutions we use popular IT tools (MS Office) or advanced
talent management software.
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